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Abstract—Context is major source of communication, where
information is gathered easily from user context due to the
progress of smart and context aware systems. Even, service
directory also supports the systems to response the requests, sent
through client. In this paper, the authors overviews context
aware systems, their sensing capabilities in location or beyond
location along with COIVA (a context aware system). Eight
discovery protocols along with their functionalities (such as
DEAPspace, DNS-SD, JXTA, RDP, LDAP, CORBA Trader,
UDDI and Superstring) are discussed and compared to evaluate
the performance and efficiency of system. In addition, six
middleware (such as CAMPUS, CASF, SeCoMan, CoCaMAAL,
BDCaM, and FlexRFID) are compared to evaluate factors (such
as Architectural style, Context abstraction/Reasoning level,
Context awareness level, Contextual adaptation approaches,
Decision making, and Programming model). The authors further
categorized them into sub categories discussed in Section 4 and
named CoCaMAAL as better middleware as compared to others.
Keywords—Pervasive computing; service discovery protocols;
context-aware; middleware; privacy

I.

INTRODUCTION

In Modern advancement in Pervasive computing brings a
number of challenges like heterogeneity, scalability, privacy
and more. It is possible because of code, user and device
mobility. Hence, the research opportunities may support to
discover new applications in environment with the help of
these factors. The interaction between resource and user takes
place in ad-hoc, permanent and transience nature of
computing environment [1]. In this way, a number of
applications are proposed having concept of location and
context awareness. Context awareness not only enables the
context aware systems, but also progresses the applications,
such as context-aware recommendation, context-aware
reminders, and intelligent call redirection [2], [3]. Human
imagination persistent the invention and aggressive
environment creates delay in pervasive computing. Hence,
there is no any technical solution for human interface and
complexity [4]. Thus, the main objective of pervasive
computing research is to find and discover solution for above
highlighted issues as invention may progress. Thus, discovery
protocols are proposed to discover, advertise and register
resources, services for clients or users. The main theme of this
paper is to provide an overview and comparative analysis of
service discovery protocols and middlewares. This paper also
comprises of five sections. Section II discusses and compares
the service discovery protocols. Section III discusses context-

aware and its existing systems, while Section IV compares and
discusses middlewares, while section V provides discussion
regarding critical analysis of service discovery protocols and
middlewares. Section VI concludes the research precisely.
II. SERVICE DISCOVERY PROTOCOLS
In this section, following service protocols are discussed
and illustrated.
A. DEAPspace
The DEAPspace protocol is developed by Institute of
Business Management (IBM) to focus small similar scale
networks of Bluetooth. Specially, DEAPspace priorities to all
nodes as being available in broadcast range while Konark rely
on the TCP/IP rather than IP. DEAPspace also utilize a
dynamic slotting of broadcast scheme, and pro-actively pushes
the advertisements within the network. Hence, the resources
knowledge is available among nodes of network.
DEAPspace protocol uses input or output schemes to
define the services. The description of scheme is dependent of
MIME and hierarchical in nature [5]. Though, each element
may comprise of attributes. Like “Application → PostScript
→version2”, the PostScript element has attributes like color =
value and ppm = value. The value for color may be Yes or No
while ppm (Pages Per Minute) value may be a numeric value.
For example, color=no and ppm=10. Furthermore,
DEAPspace neither supports query relaxation nor expressions
over the attributes.
B. DNS-SD (Domain Name System - Service Discovery)
DNS-SD is an Apple’s Rendezvous technology and offers
service discovery functionality for [6]. At initial level, these
devices uses ZeroConf draft IETF standard to assign IP
addresses from link-local range. Whenever, a node lacks IP
addresses and creates conflict with peer nodes in network.
Hence, each node assigned an IP address to avoid conflict
among peers as well as uses DNS-SD in service allocation.
Each node or device hosts a DNS server and clients to register
or locate services on the network as easily discovered by other
clients whenever requested utilize multicast (mDNS-SD)
messages.
Though,
Apple
provides
well-known
implementation of DNS-SD in Rendezvous technology, and
DNS scheme is used to construct DNS-SD. New message is
not defined in DNS scheme while scaled to internet. The
scalability feature is gained at particular domain while DNSSD does not provide service discovery to use cases, relax
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queries. Therefore, it relies on DNS defined messages. It is
also notified from the research that DNS-SD is only suitable
for IP based environments and requires suitability of other
than IP supported environment.
C. JXTA (Juxtapose)
JXTA is Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology and build by Sun
Microsystems [7]. This technology is helpful to design P2P
applications. Further, JXTA is composed of following
protocols and their features illustrated in table no such as Peer
Discovery Protocol (PDP), Custom Service Discovery
Protocol (CSDP), Higher-level Service Discovery Protocol
(HSDP), Peer Resolver Protocol (PRP), and Rendezvous
Protocol (RP).
PDP is responsible to discover resource for an
advertisement within peer group. The resources include peers,
peer-groups, pipes and modules [8]. CSDP is implemented
within non-world peer-groups, and then PDP works for
bootstrapping purpose. If custom discovery protocol is
unavailable then PDP is responsible for discovering of
resources [9]. HSDP is utilized to process detailed discovery
information. The information includes discovery of queries
and advertisement and both are based on Extensible Markup
Language (XML). In the definition of HSDP, reduction in the
interaction and increase in scalability ratio may take place in
peer groups. In few applications, PDP is allowed to discover
resources as well [10]. PRP is responsible to route query and
its response in peer group of JXTA. The PRP also forwards
every method to a specified handler, that handler has semantic
definition of message, the message is then sent to peer or a
group peers within network [11]. The sending and receiving of
message is the function of RP. RP also locates resources and
limits the scalability also. Few nodes become rendezvous
peers and propagate the messages to subscribed peers by them
in network or peer group [12].
Table I compares five JXTA protocols such as PDP,
CSDP, HSDP, PRP, and RP having Peer Group, Non-Peer
Group, Detailed discovery information, Rendezvous Peers,
Semantic definition, Scalability, Resource advertisement, and
Resource discovery. PDP has four maximum features
capability such as Peer Group, Non-Peer Group, Resource
TABLE I.

advertisement, and Resource discovery as compared to other
protocols. Hence, PDP is favorable than others.
D. RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol)
RDP protocol is designed by Perkins and Harjono [13],
used for fixed network mobile nodes. These nodes move from
one network to another network like when an employee moves
his/her laptop or handheld device from office (LAN network)
to home (LAN network) or vice versa . The RDP uses a
bootstrap approach to centralize a database, resides in the
network. In this protocol, resource description uses URL and
keywords as forms and queries are based on URNs (Unique
Reference Numbers). URN consists of service information,
optional resolution path, optional naming authority, and
keywords. The initial section of URN describes the service
information such as type. URN may be n21 or n2c. n21
represents that one matched resource must be returned while
n2c represents all matched resources. DHCP provides the
address of resource database and it is overridden by optional
resolution path. Naming authority name the institution where
mobile device discovers itself. Naming authority is also
interpreting mechanism of scheme field. The designed
protocol uses UDP (User Datagram Protocol) to deliver
registration description and advertisements for queries. This
protocol is also applicable for IP based environment like
DNS-SD.
E. LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)
LDAP is an easy version of the X.500 standard [14].
LDAP is a programming model to design discovery or registry
service while it lacks the features of discovery protocols.
LDAP is suitable for distributed environment and provides
important features utilized in resource discovery. Such as
duplication, exchange, and security. Though LDAP is mainly
a directory consists of data types, objects (limited to a
directory entry). LDAP is also utilized as a resource directory
and discovery protocol. In this way, services are registered in
directory and clients search or discover them for request of
resource [15], [16]. For example, Java objects are stored or
registered in the LDAP directory for a retrieval request. The
schema is only source to describe that how objects can be
stored in directory.
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√
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provides. Each business Entity contains one or more business
Services. This entity type logically groups a set of related web
services provided by the business. The business Service is a
descriptive structure. It lacks technical information but bind
with template structures, which contains technical information
like how to invoke or interact or respond the web service. At
last, tModel is existing structure outer side of the hierarchy.
The structure of tModel utilizes and defines reusable
components.

F. CORBA Trader
Offering and discovering a service is primary function of
discovery protocols. Various institutes developed their own
protocols for these services like Open Distributed Processing
(ODP) trading function [17]. ODP has both features such as
offering and discovering a service. Though, these services are
known as exporting and importing capabilities. Generally,
ODP is a service model but not implemented yet while
CORBA trading function is implemented for importing and
exporting capability. Like other protocols, CORBA trader is
based on five components. Lookup, Link, Register, Proxy,
Admin. The clients uses Lookup component to find services.
These services are advertised or registered with the help of
Register component in the Trader. Then, Link component is
responsible to perform internal operation of Traders. While,
admin component is also responsible to set trader policies and
the legacy services are wrapped or hidden by Proxy
component. CORBA trader is suitable for only static networks
where nodes are known or defined while unsuitable for
dynamic networks like MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc Networks).
In this discovery model, services are chosen via granularity
rather than query relaxation.

H. Superstring
Superstring is most efficient and appropriate for static and
dynamic environments because it defines three components
(two routing protocols and one API for resource or service
discovery) in environments [19]. Superstring also scales the
number of nodes or devices from computers to handheld or
portable devices. The dynamic network deploys a routing
protocol that progresses the network to decrease the query
processing time for services or resources and adjusts to change
in the network. While static network also deploys a routing
protocol, that is responsible to scale the resources in wide area
network or environment. The deployed protocol consists of
various numbers of resources. Least dynamic nature increases
the scalability ration in network.

G. Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
UDDI is a general arrangement in which businesses are
enabled to find offered services along with businesses. In this
arrangement, when a new or suitable service is offered or
found, then, that service is integrated into application. UDDI
has four types of entities (Business entity, Business service,
tModel), describe the UDDI information and presented in
XML. Business entity is at upper level and contains the
information of name, address, service of business. At least one
or more services are registered in each business entity and
combines similar web services offered by businesses [18].
Information in UDDI is described by four entity types, each of
which is represented in XML. The business Entity is the toplevel structure. It contains information such as the name of the
business (or other entity, such as a department within an
institution), its address and the type of service the business
TABLE II.

The description of Superstring is efficient and hierarchical.
Thus, the description contains a description model (This
model has simple and easy expression language, query
relaxation and reserved elements). A set of primitives are also
defined by Superstring in the description language,
responsible to allow queries and advertisements. Hence,
queries and advertisements are issued to rapidly convey
context-awareness to the applications existing in environment.
Table II compares eight service discovery protocols such as
DEAPspace, DNS-SD, JXTA, RDP, LDAP, CORBA Trader,
UDDI, and Superstring. The authors identified that superstring
is better service protocol fulfills the functionality and features,
i.e. IP based Environment, Other than IP based Environment,
Fixed network, Distributed Environment, DynamicNetworks,
Scalability, Advertisement, and Query relaxation.
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III. CONTEXT AWARE SYSTEMS
In the research, context may be defined in different ways
as per situation or circumstances. The initial definition of
context was defined by Schmidt [20] as “A context describes a
situation and the environment a device or user is in. A context
is identified by a unique name. For each context, a set of
features is relevant. For each relevant feature a range of values
is determined by the context”.
A researcher Dey [21] also defined context in semantic
research that “Any information that can be used to
characterize the current situation of an entity”. Two other
researchers Schilit and Theimer categorized the context into
four categories such as Computing, user, physical and time
context. They also defined as “Computing context: network
connectivity,
communication
costs,
communication
bandwidth, nearby resources such as printers, displays, and
workstations. User context: the user’s profile, location, people
nearby, the current social situation. Physical context: lighting,
noise levels, traffic conditions, and temperature [22]. Time
context: time of a day, week, month, and year” [23] [24].
Later on, Schilit, Adams and Want [25] defined context
aware system as: “A system is context-aware if it uses context
to provide relevant information or services to the user, where
relevancy depends on the user's task”.
Context aware system or context awareness is backbone of
pervasive computing. These systems consists of various
functions and some of them are as under [26] and shown in
Fig. 1.
Sensing the Context such as location sensing (Indoor and
Outdoor). Sensing Low-level Contexts beyond Location such
as Time context, nearby objects, Network bandwidth,
Orientation, and other low-level contexts. Sensing High-level
Contexts such as user’s current activity. Sensing Context
Changes such as moving of a person from one location to
another.
A. Sensing the Context
The basic function of the context aware system is to sense
the context. The context may be location, time, user and
computing context. Thus, this mechanism is mostly available
in these systems to sense and then deliver to application as
execute the task as per flow or function [27]. The location is
important context to know the user movement from one
location to other location. This context varies as user moves
and it is easy nowadays to collect or gather user location
information because he/she allows the devices to supply their
location to applications [1]. User cooperation supports the
application or system to be accurate and reliable. If the
location sensing uses automatic technique then the system is
independent of user and sense the context by applied
mechanisms. Such as, an employee is entering in his/her office
and press the fingerprint for authentication. His/her location is
collected automatically from the system after pressing the
fingerprint. The location can be sensed in two modes either
indoor or outdoor.
GPS (General positioning System) is best choice for
outdoor positioning [28]. The Government of US allowed the

GPS signal at 10 to 20 meter range to achieve more accuracy
then earlier [29]. Various applications such as automobile
navigation systems in computing environment get benefit
from the new policy because tiny and inexpensive devices
lack the capability of GPS. Bulusu and researchers proposes a
connectivity based localization technique [30]. In this
proposed technique, the accuracy may achieve within the
range of 3 meters (if the reference points are known).
However, GPS is not appropriate in indoor applications
because the GPS signals have low signal strength in indoor
physical space [31]. Thus, the signals penetrated in the
buildings and make unreliable and fluctuating readings due to
multipath reflections. Moreover, it becomes a challenge to
build an ideal indoor service that is inexpensive, scalable and
vigorous with lofty update rate of spatial information [32].
That’s the reason that most of indoor research projects have
their own location tracking systems such as Active Badge,
Cyber guide, Shopping Assistant and 3D-iD. Few of them
uses IR (Infra Red) and others RF (Radio Frequency) [33]
[34].
B. Sensing Low-Level Contexts beyond Location
Location is not only the context but time, nearby objects,
network bandwidth, and orientation are also low-level
contexts. The contextual information of time is not difficult to
achieve. Most of the systems have capability of built-in
clocks, few uses timestamp like Active badge. Time-of-day,
day, week, month, year, season, time zone, and onward are
different forms of contextual information [35]. Nearby objects
are also sensed by the contextual systems. It is also easy to
find nearby objects via projection from the existing dataset of
systems’ database because the computing environment records
the location of people and objects which became part of that
system. Such as Teleporting system and the context-aware
Pager are good examples of sensing nearby objects.
Besides location, time and nearby objects, network
bandwidth is also a chief component of computing and a
significant computational context too[36]. The change in
bandwidth is not easy method without the support of system.
Hence, system support is necessary to get acknowledge when
change in network bandwidth takes place. Few systems at user
level like Odyssey system [37] uses API calls and others at
kernel level like Congestion Manager uses up calls[38] to
measure the bandwidth and notify the changes when occurs.
In addition, few low-level contexts can be embedded with
system to measure or know physical contexts like intensity of
light, vibration, sound, temperature in indoor environment.
The researchers or project team may deploy bi-sensor or
multi-sensor prototypes to sense more than one context at a
time. TEA project has also deployed multi-sensor prototype in
their research to measure multi contexts [39]. The research
also notified [40] that user’s cooperation is necessary while
enhancing the sensing of contextual level in mobile devices
because the addition of sensors reduces the user’s mobility
due to supplementary size and weight. Further, the research is
going on to reduce the deployment of sensors within mobile
devices in the computing environment as per user needs or
specification [26].
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C. Sensing High-Level Contexts
Like low level context, high level context sensing is also
function of context aware systems. Sensing high level context
is an emerging challenge for researchers. In this connection,
three approaches have been proposed [41] to find user activity.
Primary approach is to machine vision while secondary
approach is to consult user’s calendar and tertiary approach is
using Artificial Intelligence (AI) [42] [43]. Primary approach
is dependent on computer vision and image processing
technology to sense complex social context. Secondary
approach uses user’s calendar that supports the systems to
measure user activities. Tertiary approach with the help of AI
recognizes the context by gathering multiple low level context
sensors to get contextual information [44].
D. Sensing Context Changes
The context aware systems not only sense the low level
and high level contexts but also sense the changes occurred in
system. Various context-aware applications have feature to
notify the contextual changes. Generally, a source monitor is
defined to poll the present contextual information and then
shares the changes occurred in context services. The services
have the ability to publish-register-discover or notify
interfaces. Once, the changes take place in context and then
the information is discovered or notified by registered client or
user from context service. Every context has its own
properties the location of an employee changes in office
building as per necessity while the location of scanner remains
same. Thus, each context has different polling rates [45], [46].
Sometimes, the contextual information of context-aware
system does not satisfy the clients or users because the system
is tracking the location tracking device worn to client or user
in indoor environment but that is kept on table or other place
for a short period and forgot to wear. In such cases, it is
inappropriate for applications.
HANDHELD DEVICE/NODE

MOBILE
CONTEXTCHANNEL

LOCATION FINDER

CHANGE LISTENER

CAS MIDDLEWARE

INTERPRETER

CONTEXT
RETRIEVER

RULE ENGINE

SENSOR
LISTENER

E. Context-aware and Ontology-Powered Information
Visualization Architecture (COIVA)
COIVA is a context aware system that provides the
infrastructure to initiate context-powered services via
computing environment and smart devices. The semantic and
information of contextual elements is shared in system to
measure user needs and then adaptive services are offered
where required. The COIVA architecture is comprised of two
blocks such as COIVA core, and functional engine [47].
1) The COIVA core is a chief component of this
architecture. This component is based on context model,
which comprises of general and specific sub-models. General
model is further categorized into four sub-components such as
user, services, environments and devices. Ontology describes
each sub-component to discover main elements of distinctive
user-centered intelligent environments.
2) Functional engine is the second component of CIOVA.
It comprised of three modules. Initial model is used to collect
and unify context from intelligent systems. This model also
plays a vital role in implementation and covert gathered
information into contextual information. Intermediate model
works as expert system to assume context and evade
variations. The last module grips the meta-information (A
piece of information that describes a contextual feature and its
associations with additional information) [47].
IV. MIDDLE WARES
Middlewares play an important role as middle man to
control, monitor, supervise and maintain the systems or
application smarter in context aware environment. Following
are few modern Middleware system services [48].
A. CAMPUS
Context-Aware Middleware for Pervasive and Ubiquitous
Service (CAMPUS) [49] is an important middleware and used
at runtime for automated context-aware adaptation decision
making. CAMPUS is dependent of three main technical
approaches such as ontology, descriptive reasoning and
compositional adaptation. Generally, the middle-wares depend
on pre-defined decisions or policies in dynamic environment
while CAMPUS has diverse feature to make decisions
dynamically and varies with contextual changes [50][51]. The
CAMPUS has three tiered architecture, comprises of
programming layer, knowledge layer, and decision layer as
shown in Fig. 2.

SENSORS NODE

SENSOR 1

SENSOR N

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Context-Aware System [34].

Fig. 2. Three Tiered Architecture of CAMPUS.
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The decision layer is basic and an essential layer of
CAMPUS. This layer deploys a multi-stage decision model.
This model includes screening, selection and preprocessing, to
prefer the finest tasklet substitute for a specified task. The
automated decisions are taken at this layer, and then
forwarded to the second layer named programming layer [52].
The programming layer receives adoptive decisions from
decision layer and then reconfigures or constructs contextaware applications by adopting the forwarded instructions
from decision layer[53]. The knowledge layer is responsible to
represent knowledge semantics and comprises of three models
or ontologies such as Service, Context and Tasklet. These
ontologies are necessary for CAMPUS in making adoptive
decisions. The represented semantics of knowledge are also
utmost requirements, may include the required properties of
context or existing or run-time context [54].
The CAMPUS initially developed in JAVA SE 1.6 with
1.5.1 Pallet (descriptive reasoning), and JESS 7.1 P2 (Logical
Reasoning) [55]. This middleware provides dynamic adoptive
decisions and integrate them with context-aware applications.
Even though, the security or privacy is emerging issue of
CAMPUS and other middleware or context awareness systems
[56][57]. The future extension of CAMPUS may adopt
security and advanced dynamic adaptation techniques or
approaches for context-aware systems.
B. Context-Aware Services Framework (CASF)
CASF is a middleware and it is presented to provide a
variety of context aware services. In addition, the architecture
of CASF includes a service directory along with capabilities
of composition as well. Because, it was noted that a number of
context aware systems lacks these both capabilities. Thus,
proposed and presented in CASF. This framework also
supports automatic service discovery and integration. Hence,
it is based on semantic services to achieve service integration,
selection and gathering contextual information while CASF
separates the services and contextual information of systems.
The main core of CASF architecture plays an essential
role. Thus, it is called as Context Mediation Framework
(CMF). It also includes three layers Such as Physical sensor,
Public context and contextual service as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Physical sensor layer is the basic contextual source of CASF,
due to recognition nature. It recognizes the sensor data and
categories as per service or system requirement. Public
context layer includes two sub layers for contextual
information and their complexity. First basic sub layer
processes and provides only sensor data while the second one
provides both sensor and contextual information together to
other contextual information providers. Duse to semantic
nature, all contextual information is gathered, processed and
generated in this layer. With the help of ontology and OWL-S,
the web services are constructed. Hence, interoperability and
openness are achieved. The last layer of CMF is Context
service layer. This layer consumes the contextual information.
As, new context aware services are to be produced to fulfill
user requests.

CONTEXT-AWARE SERVICE LAYER
(WEB SERVICE DEPENDENT)

CONTEXT-AWARE
SERVICE

CONTEXT-AWARE
SERVICE

CONTEXT-AWARE
SERVICE

PUBLIC CONTEXT LAYER (SENSOR
INDEPENDENT)

BASIC CONTEXT
PROVIDER

COMBINED CONTEXT
PROVIDER

BASIC CONTEXT
PROVIDER

PHYSICAL SENSOR LAYER (SENSOR DEPENDENT)

PHYSICAL SENSORS

PHYSICAL SENSORS

Fig. 3. Features of CASF.

The main uniqueness of CASF is the implementation of
the idea of semantic web services. The contextual information
is published on the basis of semantic web services. Besides
that, this approach becomes reasonable to accomplish
automatic discovery and assimilation for contextual data or
information. In addition, advanced level protocols and
ontologies have to be studied as contextual information is
translated into web services. Like SOAP, communication
protocols are to be specified or chosen to make communication as
effective in between physical sensor and public context layer.
However, CASF architecture also lacks the prototype of real
environments for context aware services or systems.
C. Semantic Web-based Context Management (SeCoMan)
SeCoMan is proposed to offer a privacy solution in the
development of context aware smart applications or services.
While ontology is chief component in the development of
SeCoMan as the description of entities be modeled as per
requirement like obtaining functional knowledge, and specify
the policies of context aware. The architecture of SeCoMan is
categorized into three layers, including Context Management
layer, Application layer, and Plug-in layer. Application layer
is first and top level layer in which various applications reside
to offer requested services of users. Context Management
layer is the heart of the SeCoMan as well as allows the support
to contextual applications. In addition, SeCoMan is divided
into three different actors along with specific rights. Users,
Application supervisor and framework supervisor are defined
actors. However, applications having predefined queries are
allowed to receive contextual information either indoor or
outdoor as well as semantic ontology is also employed to
define policies regarding privacy, location and authorization
access.
Plug-in layer is third and last layer of SeCoMan
framework. This layer is particularly focused on contextual
locations and offers contextual information of SeCoMan
framework. Plug in works as an independent source of
contextual information. Generally, SeCoMan has limited
solution to provide only contextual location. Hence, privacy is
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provided to users. Thus, they easily share their location to
receive context aware services. The future of SeCoMan is
under research to emerge cloud and distributed computing
with SeCoMan architecture. This feature will enhance the
capabilities of context aware systems.

place between the attributes of contextual information and
values of threshold. Map Reduce Apriori Algorithm (MRAA)
is applied to generate associations of patient-tailored [61]. The
generated rules are used by supervised learning to manipulate
collected contextual data.

D. CoCaMAAL (Cloud oriented Context aware Middleware
in Ambient Assisted Living)
Forkan and other colleagues [58] presented and proposed
the CoCaMAAL. The main objective of this research is to
enhance the capability of biomedical sensors, because they
lack processing power. This feature is necessary for AAL to
achieve data aggregation and key monitoring. Besides this,
cloud and distributed computing are emerged to perform
computational tasks or needs. This middleware became an
ideal, easy in data gathering and processing. Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is soul of COCaMAAL because all the
functions (such as modeling, adaptation, mapping, service
distribution of context and more) are performed. The proposed
middleware is hardware based architecture, also comprised of
Body Sensor Network (BSN), supervision systems to fulfill
user needs or requirements. Moreover, CoCaMAAL
comprised of Context Aggregator Provider (CAP), Service
Provider (SP), Context aware Middleware (CaM), and Data
Visualization Approach (DVA). CAP is an intermediate tool
that converts and abstracts high level of contextual
information for AAL. In addition, contextual data is
categorized either in pre-defined ontology or sensor based
data. Besides, various contexts are emerged to execute and
complete the required information. CAP is responsible for the
execution of whole process. SPs are the general applications,
which produce, generate and manipulate the services for user
needs. CaM is used to identify assistive services for collected
context and associated actions. CaM is also an essential tool of
CoCaMAAL due to execution of key functions such as
mapping, management, storage, and retrieval. DVA also plays
an important role in utilization of user interfaces. The author
developed the architectural prototype in Java language. The
implementation and experiments have been done to measure
response time, influence level while increase in context takes
place. The results illustrated that CoCaMAAL is efficient and
effective for AAL environment. The adaptation od computing
technologies is also novelity in this research or prototype.
However, Reliability, conflict among contextual systems and
privacy are also under research and needs improvements in
highlighted issues.

The working architecture of BDCaM is also split into
different distributed or cloud based components. Like AAL,
CA, CP, CMS, SP and more. A prototype was also developed
for health monitoring systems to measure the functionality of
middleware. The results proved that the middleware has
detection efficiency among anomalies. Security and privacy is
also a challenge for context-aware systems [62]. The emerging
of this middleware to other domains is also under research and
not yet been suited or implemented.

E. Big Data for Context Aware Monitoring (BDCaM)
BDCaM is an extended version of CoCaMAAL and
proposed by [59]. BDCam is advanced middleware and used
as supervising tool for Context-aware systems. This
middleware demonstrates a supplementary feature such as
personalized knowledge discovery as compared to
CoCaMAAL. In this feature, the knowledge is learnt from
collected data, which are anomalies of specific patient. The
adoption technique and methodology are different than
COCaMAAL [60]. Both are essential in decision making
while contextual data is collected from context-aware systems.
Correlations and Supervised learning are two approaches used
to perform functions of BDCaM. Initially, Correlation takes

F. FlexRFID
FlexRFID is modern and advanced middleware from
discussed above architectures [63]. The aim of this
architecture is to offer a policy-based solution in the
development and implementation of context aware systems or
applications and emerging diverse nodes. FlexRFID is multilayered middleware, adopts Ponder as PSL (Policy
Specification Language) as well as consists of Device
Abstraction Layer (DAL), Business Event and Data
Processing Layer (BEDPL), Business Rule Layer (BRL), and
Application Abstraction Layer (AAL) layers. DAL abstracts
the interactive activities among the devices, nodes, and
communication medium. BEDPL offers Contextual
Information Management (CIS) Such as aggregation,
revolution and broadcasting). BRL copes with policy based
operations), and at last, AAL allows communications amid
applications and the FlexRFID.
According to literature, it is claimed [64] that FlexRFID
offers filtration, grouping, integrity, removal of duplications.
Hence, it can be said that FlexRFID is an enabled solution for
synchronized communication among emerged technologies of
middleware. In addition, Policy enforcement is also feature
that differs FlexRFID with other middleware. Various policies
such as abstract policy, system policy, ensure security, access
control, and other customized services are defined for
architecture. The authors have taken two scenarios for
experimental work during their research, the results illustrated
that response time and volume of policies are directly
proportional as well as dependent to each other. If one
increases and second one results an increase also. Recent
version of FlexRFID only provides necessary privacy
mechanisms to specify policies of access control. Application
authentication, privacy at sensor nodes and tags, integration of
FlexRFID with other distributed or cloud services are to be
improved at advanced level for specific applications.
Table III compares six middlewares such as CAMPUS,
CASF, SeCoMan, CoCaMAAL, BDCaM, and FlexRFID
having Architectural style, Context abstraction/Reasoning,
Context awareness level, Contextual adaptation approaches ,
decision making, and Programming model. CAMPUS is
found to be an effective and dynamic middleware, which is
suitable for Semantic, Sensing, Parameter adaptation, and
Contextual Reconfiguration.
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TABLE III.

Ref

COMPARISON OF MIDDLEWARES

Architectural
style

Context abstraction/Reasoning

Context
awareness level

Contextual adaptation
approaches

Layer
ed

Distribu
ted

Key
valu
e

Ontolog
y

Marku
p

Rul
e

Mediu
m

Semant
ic

Sensin
g

Paramet
er
adaptati
on

Contextual
Reconfigurat
ion

Middleware

Decisio
n
making

Programmin
g model

Dynami
c

Semanticbased DL

[65],
[66]

CAMPUS

√

×

×

√

×

×

×

√

√

√

√

[57]
[67]

CASF

√

×

×

√

×

×

×

√

√

√

×

ontology and
OWL-S

[68]

SeCoMan

√

×

×

√

×

×

×

√

√

√

×

Ontology /
Semantic

[58]

CoCaMAA
L

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

√

√

√

Dynami
c

[59],
[69]

BDCaM

×

√

×

√

×

×

×

×

√

√

√

Dynami
c

[70],
[71]

FlexRFID

√

√

×

×

√

√

√

×

√

×

×

Static

V. DISCUSSIONS
The discussions section provides the comparative analysis
of three major features and services of pervasive computing
field. Table I compares five JXTA protocols such as PDP,
CSDP, HSDP, PRP, and RP having Peer Group, Non-Peer
Group, Detailed discovery information, Rendezvous Peers,
Semantic definition, Scalability, Resource advertisement, and
Resource discovery. PDP has four maximum features
capability such as Peer Group, Non-Peer Group, Resource
advertisement, and Resource discovery as compared to other
protocols. Hence, PDP is favorable than others. Table II
compares eight service discovery protocols such as
DEAPspace, DNS-SD, JXTA, RDP, LDAP, CORBA Trader,
UDDI, and Superstring. The authors identified that superstring
is better service protocol fulfills the functionality and features,
i.e. IP based Environment, Other than IP based Environment,
Fixed network, Distributed Environment, DynamicNetworks,
Scalability, Advertisement, and Query relaxation. Table III
compares six middlewares such as CAMPUS, CASF,
SeCoMan, CoCaMAAL, BDCaM, and FlexRFID having
Architectural style, Context abstraction/Reasoning, Context
awareness level, Contextual adaptation approaches, decision
making, and Programming model. CAMPUS is found to be an
effective and dynamic middleware, which is suitable for
Semantic, Sensing, Parameter adaptation, and Contextual
Reconfiguration.
VI. CONCLUSION
Latest development in smart systems, context aware
systems and middleware made real time environments smarter
and efficient for users. Emergences of sensors technology
have grown user interaction with systems and technology.
Likewise, new policies, rules and procedure are being defined
to enhance the capabilities and features of smart system.
Hence, physical objects are moved to smart objects. In
addition, real time data and intelligent data combined to
achieve more accuracy and efficiency in such systems,
connected components or nodes can be identified via

Policy based

embedded systems. These systems may communicate to each
other via distributed systems or infrastructure. According to
Cisco IBSG, the IoT world will include more than 50 billion
objects in 2020. In this paper, we presented service discovery
protocols and functionality is compared in Section 2, Section 3
overviews context aware systems, their features and discusses
few context-aware systems. In addition, middlewares are also
discussed and compared to identify most suitable one in
Section 4. And discussion is presented in Section 5.
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